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QUESTION 1

An administrator is responsible for creating a new template that will be used to deploy servers in a virtual environment.
Which of the following should be the LAST step in completing the template? 

A. Rename the administrator account 

B. Installing security patches 

C. Conducting a system baseline 

D. Disabling unneeded ports or services 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A CSA needs to apply new OS security patches to the application cluster server farm in a public cloud provider. The
CSA wants to ensure the security patch and configuration are consistent for all members of the server farm. Which of
the following deployment practices is the BEST approach to do this? 

A. Update and validate the runbook procedures prior to the patch rollout. 

B. Leverage the infrastructure as code and replace each server farm member. 

C. Configure and patch each server individually and take an OS differential backup. 

D. Snapshot all existing server farm members before installing the patch. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator is attempting to troubleshoot an issue between a web server in the DMZ and an internal workstation by
reviewing packet captures. Upon inspection, the payloads of the packets are unreadable. Which of the following could
be the cause of this issue? 

A. The administrator has yet to authenticate to the network 

B. The sniffer is located on an incorrect subnet 

C. A vulnerability scanner has interfered with the packet capture 

D. End-to-end encryption is applied on the network 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4
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The development team of an e-commerce organization is migrating its code libraries to a public IaaS cloud provider, and
the security policy states that source code must use multiple security controls to secure and restrict access. Which of
the following combinations of controls would be BEST to meet the requirements? 

A. Use directory federation across the organization for all users and biometric access on the developers\\' laptop instead
of VPN. 

B. Use VPN and two-factor authentication for the developers to access the online repositories for remote developers. 

C. Use SSO across the organization and an existing data loss prevention solution to prevent code repository leakage. 

D. Use a third-party CASB solution that sets policies to detect potential compromise of code libraries. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

An IT professional is considering the migration of an on-line store to the cloud due to high variation in demand. Which of
the following cloud characteristics is key? 

A. Elasticity 

B. Security 

C. Scalability 

D. Standardization 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

A cloud engineer deployed an email server in a public cloud. Users can access the email server, but the emails they
send cannot reach their destinations. Which of the following should the cloud engineer do FIRST? 

A. Confirm the email server configuration and reinstall the email server software. 

B. Validate the security certificate for the email domain. 

C. Confirm email encryption service. 

D. Consult the cloud vendor\\'s anti-spam policy. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

A company is looking for a hardware feature with the least amount of downtime in terms of firmware upgrades. Which of
the following features BEST meet this requirement? 

A. In-service upgrades 
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B. Rolling upgrades 

C. Failover upgrades 

D. User-mode upgrades 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 8

A security and risk team requires a weekly report to detect VM file system changes and validate the integrity of the OS.
Which of the following is the BEST solution for this requirement? 

A. Configure a FIM agent on the VM and forward syslogs to a central location. 

B. Configure debugging on the VM and forward syslogs to a central location. 

C. Configure an antivirus agent on the VM and create the report through the web GUI. 

D. Configure a FIM agent on the VM and create the report through the web GUI. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following will be the BEST option for an administrator to bring VMs online at a warm site after a natural
disaster has occurred at the primary site? 

A. Kick off a full backup 

B. Request offsite backup tapes 

C. Confirm enterprise tape library is functional D. Verify replication is enabled 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

As part of a nightly testing process, new version of an application is deployed to the set of web servers in the
development environment. 

Which of the following is the BEST way to ensure the test environment is consistent with the previous night\\'s test? 

A. Clone the development web servers to the test environment. 

B. Reprovision the web servers using predefined templates. 

C. Undeploy the previous application and deploy the new version. 
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D. Revert to a previous state using configuration management tools. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

A recent advertisement campaign has increased traffic to an e-commerce application that is hosted within a public cloud
environment. Customers are reporting that it takes too long to load their pages and submit orders. A cloud administrator
looks at the metrics from the environment and sees high utilization of the CPU and memory resources. The cloud
provider offers several preconfigured sizes for server template: x-small, small, medium, large, x-large, and 2x-large. 

Given an expected increase in workload, which of the following is the BEST solution to improve application
performance? 

A. Change the server template size for Inxpc003 to 2x-large. 

B. Provision additional Inxpc servers using the 2x-large template. 

C. Add memory to Inxpc002, Inxpc003, and Inxpc003. 

D. Change the role of Inxw001 from web to application. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

A company is migrating its application to a cloud provider. Six months before going live, a representative from each
stakeholder group validated the functionality and performance in the QA environment and did not identify any issues.
After going live, the system response time is slower that the testing environment. Which of the following is the MOST
likely gap in the testing plan? 

A. The test scenario audiences are different between QA and production. 

B. The application version deployed in production is different than the one deployed in QA. 

C. System configuration testing in QA and production is different. 

D. The test plan in QA is different than the production environment. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13
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After scheduled network maintenance, users report that an externally hosted web application is particularly slow to load.
Small items on the page load such as text documents and markup, but larger multimedia files do not load. Which of the
following is the MOST likely cause of the reported issues? 

A. Incorrect MTU in the network segment 

B. Misconfiguration of QoS settings 

C. Incorrect VLAN for the affected PCs 

D. Excessive latency on the local LAN segment 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

A company has just established a new branch office that needs to connect back to centrally hosted applications for day
to day operations. The branch office has noted that access to many company services are slow and causing a drop in
productivity. The company IT department has investigated a plan to improve performance across the link to the branch
office without having to pay for more bandwidth from the Internet Service Provider. This plan includes hardware that
after installation will allow for much faster access to day to day business applications. Which of the following terms
BEST describes the action taken by the IT department? 

A. LAN optimization 

B. WAN optimization 

C. Load balancing 

D. Bandwidth compression 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

A new host has been bought to be a part of a new cluster. The purchase order specifies this server has four physical
CPUs with eight cores each. After the administrator boots the host, there are only 24 logical processors available for VM
allocation. Which of the following BEST describes this problem? 

A. The server requires a firmware upgrade to version 8.2 

B. The BIOS does not have virtualization support features completely enabled 

C. The virtualization license is not the enterprise edition 

D. A CPU is dead on arrival or disabled on the motherboard 

Correct Answer: D 
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